THEATRES

TREMONT THEATRE

Eggs. 8. Mats. Wed & Sat. at 2

DONALD BRIAN

———

Marriage Market

PARK THEATRE

Eggs. 8.10. Mats. Wed. & Sat. at 2

THE CLEVER WOMAN

Prices 1.50, 1.00, 75c, 50c, 25c

BOSTON THEATRE

Eggs. at 8. Mats. Wed. & Sat. at 2

THE WHIP

Prices 25c to $1.50

COLONIAL THEATRE

Nights at 8. Mats. Wed. & Sat. at 2

Oh! Oh! Delphine

PLYMOUTH THEATRE

Eggs. 8.15. Mats. Thurs. & Sat. at 2

UNDER COVER

MAJESTIC THEATRE

Eggs. 8.10. Mats. Wed. and Sat. at 2

LITTLE WOMEN

SHUBERT THEATRE

Eggs. 8. Mats. Fri. and Sat. at 2

The Passing Show of 1913

CASTLE SQ. THEATRE

Daily at 2.10 and 8.10

"Mrs. Wigs of the Cabbage Patch"

FORUM TALK

(Continued from page 3)

can be measured as well as the amount of happiness that was measured by scientists before the introduction of the thermometer, and whether men have undevolved a science that is under consideration. Maximum happiness is not necessarily accepted by a judge as that might suppose—we judge it every day of our lives, and can work with it with some degree of certainty. At this point must be noted a fallacy into which many moralists fall. The moralist accepts the hedonistic basis, but accepts it through a process of approval, so that, instead of accepting it he is really denying the basis of his reasoning being the old institutional method which he professes to have left behind.

Once this point is reached the nature and scope of political engineering becomes clear. Men are to be regarded more or less as machines, and methods are to be devised whereby their lives can best be adapted to the establishment of such a relation to their environment as shall entail the maximum amount of happiness. Three points are to be considered: the efficiency of the individual as a working machine; the adaptation of the machine to the environment in which it is to do its work; and the number and distribution of such machines which will be required to do any particular branch of the world's work. The speaker made clear that there is room for quarrel with this classification, since it is not intended to serve as more than a rough indication of the method work which the political engineer will be obliged to adopt.

The science of human welfare, the speaker continued, will in time surpass in interest and importance all other sciences, for it will be the supreme and toward which each of them will contribute its quota. At the present time political engineering is as crude as was chemistry three hundred years ago, but the day will come, he said, when, as far as his course in it will be a feature of the day will come, he said, when a political engineer will be obliged to adopt.

Emphasis was laid on the fact that the man must dig for himself. He must be able to stand two years of grappling work under some trying circumstances. No man can hope to reach a position of any prominence without having a thorough foundation. The combination of the theoretical training and the two years of apprenticeship is very desirable, for a man having any ambition and initiative, Mr. Behrend agreed with Prof. Jackson, that a man must keep striving for his ideal after twenty-five or even forty years of hard and conscientious work. On the other hand, Mr. Behrend, who is a bachelor, most decisively disagreed with Prof. Jackson on the question of how much "The Best Girl" affects the realization of an engineer's ideals.

Mr. Behrend emphasized the point that the man who conscientiously works for the attainment of his ideal is the man who realizes the greatest satisfaction. This was the keynote of the whole talk.

Watch for the examination schedule in THE TECH.

ELECTRICAL DINNER

(Continued from page 1)

As usual, Prof. D. C. Jackson was appealed to for a talk on "Why is Course VF?" His reason amply satisfied the hearers.

The principal speaker of the evening was Mr. B. A. Behrend, who has held a very prominent position in the reorganization of the Westinghouse Company. Mr. Behrend did not call his talk a speech, but an answer to the question, "What opportunity does the Westinghouse Company offer a graduate?"

Emphasis was laid on the fact that the student must dig for himself. He must be able to stand two years of grueling work under some trying circumstances. No man can hope to reach a position of any prominence without having a thorough foundation. The combination of the theoretical training and the two years of apprenticeship is very desirable, for a man having any ambition and initiative, Mr. Behrend agreed with Prof. Jackson, that a man must keep striving for his ideal after twenty-five or even forty years of hard and conscientious work. On the other hand, Mr. Behrend, who is a bachelor, most decisively disagreed with Prof. Jackson on the question of how much "The Best Girl" affects the realization of an engineer's ideals.

Mr. Behrend emphasized the point that the man who conscientiously works for the attainment of his ideal is the man who realizes the greatest satisfaction. This was the keynote of the whole talk.

Watch for the examination schedule in THE TECH.

STUDENTS' CAST-OFF CLOTHING

and other personal effects bought by

KEEZER

360 Colorado Avenue

Near Dartmouth St.

Highest prices paid for same,

Tremont 219 Phone, Write or Call

Senior Student Manager

ANOKA NEW ARROW COLLAR

Giusto, Falcone & Co. Inc. Makers

ANOKA

2 for 25

Winter Suits and Overcoats

in the widest range of materials

Garments for all outdoor Sports

English Haberdashery

Hats Shoes

BOston BRANCb

149 Tremont Street

HERRICK, Copley SQUARE

Choice seats for all theatres

Phone B.B. 2328

Connecting Five Telephones